Video of a Thursdays at Four talk (IAS):
Food From Here, For Here: Rekindling the Intimacy of our Food System
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Can be found at: http://ias.umn.edu/2009/09/24/hanson-randel-2/

Randel Hanson, at a talk organized by the Institute for Advanced Study
U of M faculty, students (mostly graduate?)

The page with this video archive says, "This presentation will explore the emergence of the localization paradigm, its aesthetics, applications, politics and impacts in American communities, and ecological, social and economic tensions."

Randel Hanson is a professor of Geography at the U of M Duluth, an expert on food systems planning and foodshed analysis and a leader in local foods issues. He comes from Arizona State Univ where he was also deeply involved in these issues and focused on involving students in the conversation as well.